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1. Introduction
Criteria of „neural stemness” characterize a large number of terminally non-differentiated
neural tissue cells. Neural stem/progenitor cells capable for asymmetric mitoses (resulting in
a similar and a differently committed daughter cell which may adopt neuronal or glial
phenotypes in further development) are present during the entire life-span of vertebrates and
have been found in almost all regions of the brain. With the advancement of neural tissue
genesis and maturation, more and more stem/progenitor-like cells adopt “quiescent” states,
but can be activated by appropriate (yet not properly understood) stimuli. Besides asymmetric
(stem cell specific) division, these cells can multiply by symmetric mitoses resulting in identical
progenies. Self-renewal and symmetric multiplication are responsible for maintaining or
expanding stem/progenitor populations at the actual stage of neural commitment. Expanded
pools of cells with similar, but yet flexible developmental potential can provide the desired
number and type of cells for genesis, maintenance and repair of the nervous tissue. Except the
ontogenetically and phylogenetically “oldest” pioneer and/or large projection-type neurons
[1], the majority of neural tissue cells are produced through successive stem/progenitor stages
[2]. The extreme cellular diversity of the mature CNS implies huge diversity in the precursor
populations. Accordingly, a large number of neural stem/progenitor populations exist in
different stages of neural cell fate commitment and display different cellular characteristics,
developmental capability and flexibility. “Quiescent” and actively proliferating stem cells,
transient amplifying progenitor populations and migrating or resident progenitor/precursor
cells reside at various “niches” including the “professional” neurogenic zones, migratory
routes and the neural parenchyma, as well. Drifts in cell biological features and differentiation
potential of stem/progenitor/precursor cells are implemented by the advancement of devel‐
opment, by the position along the body axes and by the physiological or pathophysiological
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changes of the local environment including neighbouring cells, extracellular matrix, metabo‐
lite-, oxygen- and growth factor-supply and activity-driven ionic composition.
With improvement of methodologies, different populations of NS cells have been isolated,
propagated and investigated in vitro. Despite of rapidly accumulating data, however, the
similarities and differences among various NS populations are not properly understood either
in vivo or in vitro. This chapter intends to give an insight in the intrinsic varieties of NSC
populations. As examples, fairly distinct features of in vitro propagated early embryonic and
adult-derived mouse neural stem/progenitor populations will be presented.
2. Diversity of neural stem cells from early embryonic tissue genesis to
adult-hood cell production
2.1. Neural stem cells in the neural plate and in primary geminative zones
The earliest neural stem populations, the cylindrical neuroepithelial cells of the early embry‐
onic neural plate (Fig.1) appear in the embryonic disc soon after embedding. As it was learned
from studies on chick embryos, the anterior epiblast cells acquire „pre-neural” fate [3] as it is
indicated by Sox2 expression [4] under the influence of morphogen gradients established by
two early organizers, the anterior visceral endoderm (AVE) [5] and the primitive streak and
later by the node. The different morphogen concentrations result in different activation of
positional (region-specific) genes, predestinating regions for different future fate in both chick
and mammalian embryos [6,7] (Fig.1). Accordingly, despite of the apparent morphological
homogeneity [8], neuroepithelial cells are not identical from the very beginning of neural tissue
genesis.
Figure 1. Scheme of formation and regionalization of the neural plate. The neural plate forms from the anterior epi‐
blast in response to morphogens produced by the anterior visceral entoderm (AVE), the primitive streak and nodus
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and the non-neural ectodermal ridge of the epiblast. The positions along the anterior (A) and posterior (P) body axes -
imply regional differences among neuroectodermal cells.
During neural folding, a single layer of proliferating pre-neural stem cells called radial
neuroepithel cells compose the neural plate and rapidly enlarge the neural primordium. These
cells will give rise to primary neural stem cells, the embryonic radial glia (Fig.2), during the
formation and closing of the neural tube (7-10 pcd in mouse). While the anterior cells of the
epiblast of vertebrates were shown to generate neurons, if separated from their natural
environment, (“default neural fate” [9]), or by blocking mesoderm-inducing morphogen
actions, the mechanisms behind the transition of radial neuroepithel cells to radial glia cells
are not properly understood.
Embryonic radial glial cells line the lumen of the neural tube in a single cell layer and compose
the primary neural germinative zone (ventricular zone; VZ). The first neurons are generated
in this layer by asymmetric mitoses of radial glial cells (Fig.2). Such division produces a
daughter cell, which preserves radial glia characteristics and another one, a neuronal precur‐
sor, which looses proliferation capability and migrates outward from the lumen along a radial
glia neighbour [10]. These early neuronal precursors will develop mainly to large, projecting
type neurons [1]. Immediate cell-to cell interactions including Notch/Delta signalling [11] and
growth factor – receptor signals (as neuregulin – ErbB; [12]) play inevitable roles in the
determination and maintenance of asymmetric commitment of the two daughter cells.
Figure 2. Formation of the primary neurogenic zone from radial neuroepithelial cells and generation of the first post‐
mitotic neuronal precursors by asymmetric division of radial glial cells in the ventricular zone.
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The early radial glial cells express several “marker” features (Table 1), which together with
cell shape and localization may identify them. In contrast to later neural stem/progenitor
populations, radial neuroepithelial and early radial glial cells express Oct4 and nanog
embryonic stem cell genes and the anterior epiblast-characterizing Otx2 and En1,2 “positional”
genes (see ref. in Table 1). These cells span the whole thickness of the early neural tube, and
can divide without changing their spanned shape [8].
These early neural stem cells proliferate rapidly (with cycle time of about 14-16 hours), but not
continuously, and with both symmetric and asymmetric divisions. The symmetric mitoses
assure the expansion and maintenance of neural stem populations at the given stage of
commitment. Intermittent non-mitotic periods help the attachment and out-migration of
neuronal precursors. During the formation and closure of the tube, the neural primordium is
composed by a single neurogenic zone, but with heterogeneous cellular constituents [13]
comprising asymmetrically and symmetrically dividing stem/progenitor cells, and migrating,
differentiating neuronal precursors.
The cellular diversity of the early neural tube is further enhanced by the time-delay in
development along the anterior – posterior and dorso-ventral body axes. The tube formation
and closure proceed with a delay from the zone of brachial arches (the region for future hind
brain) to both, rostral and caudal directions, and the production and maturation of neural cells
on the ventral face always precede those on the dorsal part in each neural domain [14]. It means
that even small samples of the tissue will contain diverse populations of (stem/amplifying/
differentiating) neural cells.
The cellular heterogeneity is further increased by the ongoing regional specification, which
results in well-distinguishable domains with characteristic gene expression patterns along
both the anterio-posterior and dorso-ventral axes of the growing CNS [28, 29]. Differential
expression of positional master genes results in diverging expression patterns of “down-hill”
genes including those coding for adhesion receptors and extracellular matrix proteins, and
leads to the formation of morphological boundaries between the expression domains: the
developing CNS is composed by segments called neuromeres [7, 30]. Along the A-P body axis,
transversal segments will delineate primary brain vesicles (prosencephalon, mesencephalon,
rhombencephalon) first, and smaller neuromeres later on. Inside the larger segment bounda‐
ries, smaller developmental / morphological entities will develop as the prosomeres in the
telencephalon or rhombomeres in the hindbrain. In parallel with the anterior-posterior
segmentation, dorso–ventral specification will identify longitudinal domains in the develop‐
ing CNS. Dorso–ventral specification is initiated by the early lateral–medial determination of
the neural plate, namely, the midline expression of sonic hedgehog and the lateral expression
of bone morphogenic (BMP) proteins (Fig.3). With tube formation, progenies of midline plate
cells become the ventral-most tube cells composing the notoplate. Derivatives of lateral-most
neural plate cells will compose the neural crest and the closing dorsal lip of the tube, the later
roof plate. Notoplate cells produce Shh, while roof plate cells produce BMPs and Wnt
morphogenic factors, establishing dorso-ventral morphogen gradients throughout the
developing CNS (for a recent review: [31]).
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„Marker” features References
cell shape Elongated, bipolar shape; Adherent junctions at the lumen-face; lamininreceptors at the apical and basal ends; [10, 8]
cellular motion interkinetic nuclear migration; mitotic nuclei at the lumen face; cell divisionwith spanned shape [15, 8]
intermediate
filament proteins
vimentin (characterizes many non-differentiated cells)
[refs in 1]
GFAP (characterizes astrocytes; expression by radial glia cells is species-
dependent )
nestin (expressed by many progenitor-type cells including muscle progenitors)
RC (1,2) nestin-associated protein-epitope; radial glia marker in the CNS
master-gene
expression
Oct3/4, nanog (embryonic stem cell/pluripotency genes; expressed in the
epiblast and sporadically in the forming neural plate) [16]
Otx2 (anterior positional gene; expressed in the anterior epiblast and in the
neural plate; later restricted to the forebrain regions) [17, 18]
En1,2 (engrailed positional gene; expressed in the anterior epiblast, in the
neural plate; later restricted to isthmus and mesencephalic, cerebellar areas) [19, 20]
Sox2 (codes for a HMG box transcription factor; expressed generally by CNS
neural stem cells) [4,21,22]
Pax6 (codes for a paired-box transcription factor; plays important roles in CNS
patterning and eye development; expressed by multiple neural stem/
progenitor cells)
[23, 24 ]
Hes1,3,5 (code for a basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor repressing tissue-
specific cell differentiation) [25]
Cell surface
receptors and
transporters
Notch1,3 (protein product: cell surface receptor with cleavable intracellular
transcription fragment (NICD) [11]
ErbB (Neuregulin Trk receptor); [12]
GLAST (Glutamate-aspartate transporter; astrocytes also express) [26]
Intracellular
transporter
BLBP (brain lipid binding protein; Intracellar transporter of hydrophobic
molecules including small nuclear ligand molecules) [27]
Table 1. Radial glia “marker” features for characterization of radial glial cells
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Figure 3. Schematic presentation of the establishment of dorso–ventral specification (longitudinal segmentation) in
the neural tube. The lateral-medial (L-M) regionalization turns into dorso-ventral (D-V) regionalization when the neu‐
ral plate folds and forms the neural tube. BMP: bone morphogenic proteins; SHH: sonic hedgehog protein; Zic, Gli-3,
Pax6, Emx2, Dlx, Nkx are examples of genes expressed in different dorso-ventral domains.
The position along the antero-posterior and dorso–ventral axes determines the identity of
future brain regions and seems to predict the phenotype of neurons through the orchestrated
expression of defined region-specific, pro-neural and neuron-specific genes [28]. Boundaries
between embryonic segments provide routes for the elongation of pioneer axons and delineate
the paths for future fiber tracks.
For the time being, it is not clear whether the early embryonic position can (or how far can)
determine the intrinsic developmental potential of individual cells. There are contradictory
results on the “positional memory” of stem/progenitor cells if removed from their original
position [32]. Our own data [33] indicate that neural stem-like cells isolated from early
embryonic (E9) mouse forebrain do not display regional “memory” after in vitro propagation.
In the course of in vitro neuron formation they express divergent region-specific genes, those
not expressed in overlapping regions of the developing CNS. The data suggest that permanent
presence of region-specifying factors is required for maintaining regional commitment, at least
in case of early embryonic neural stem cells. This finding, however, does not compromise the
fact that in vivo, neural stem/progenitor cells of the primary germinative (VZ) zone display
important molecular and cell biological differences.
2.2. Diversity of stem/progenitor cells in the secondary germinative zones of the developing
brain
With the thickening of the neural wall, increasing number of proliferation-capable cells loose
contact either with the lumen-face (outer progenitors; OSVZ progenitors) or the pial surface
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(short progenitors; SNPs) or both (inner progenitors; ISVZ progenitors), and accordingly,
change morphology and developmental characteristics [34, 8]. The number of primary radial
glial cells decreases gradually, while their derivatives dividing at a distance from the luminar
surface generate a novel germinative zone, the subventricular zone (SVZ). While a few SNP
cells remain in contact with the luminar surface and thought to preserve “ancient” (primary)
stem cell properties, the layer lining the ventricle wall transforms to the future ependyma and
neural cell production is transposed to the secondary germinative layer, the SVZ. The SVZs
along the entire neuraxis generate large number of progenitors and precursors including
smaller projecting-type neurons, interneurons, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and produces also
enough stem cells to maintain an appropriate neurogenic capacity (for review see [1]). Novel
precursors migrate from the SVZs to final destinations along defined routes in the developing
neural parenchyma. While the lineage relations among different SVZ progenitors are not fully
explored [8, 35], it is clear that evolutionary new SVZ progenitors provide the cell generating
capacity for the enlarged interneuron and glia populations of the avian and mammalian CNS
and provide cell-pools for the enormous expansion of the cerebellar cortex and the mammalian
forebrain. With the appearance of SVZs, the developing CNS comprises a large variety of
coexisting neural stem/progenitor cells both, in multiple neurogenic zones and inside / around
the cell migratory routes.
While secondary (SVZ) germinative zones form all along the wall of brain ventricles and the
spinal canal, the time of formation and the cell productivity of these zones are not uniform
along the neuraxis. At most parts of the developing CNS, SVZs generate neuronal and glial
precursors for local tissues, and the cell-generating activity decreases with the maturation of
the local neural parenchyma. Such zones, still containing “resting” stem/progenitor cells, can
restore cell-generating activity in response to tissue loss or specific (not yet properly under‐
stood) physiological/pathophysiological stimuli. The most productive secondary germinative
zones, including the ventral forebrain SVZ [36], the external germinative layer (EGL) of the
cerebellum [37] and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the hippocampus [38], however, generate
huge amounts of novel neural cells and function for a relatively long time, in case of the ventral
forebrain SVZ and the SGZ, for the entire life-time.
The SVZ at the latero-ventral wall of the forebrain vesicles forms in a relatively early period
(second embryonic week in mouse) of forebrain development [36]. It derives from the primary
germinative (VZ) zone of the highly regionalized subpallial ganglionic eminences (LGE, MGE
and CGE,) [39]. The enhanced cell production with preserved regional characteristics results
in the formation of a variety of neuronal progenitors/precursors for developing subcortical
and cortical tissue formations [39]. This zone generates neurons for the striatum and globus
pallidus, provides the vast majority of interneurons of the cortex [40, 41], produces small
connecting neurons for the ventral amygdala complex [42, 43] and, exclusively in humans, also
for the dorsal thalamus [44]. Large number of forebrain oligodendrocytes also derives from
the ventral SVZ complex [45, 46].
In contrast to the early appearance of the ventral forebrain SVZ, the external germinative layer
(EGL) of the cerebellum appears around birth [47]. Secondary stem/progenitor cells from the
dorsal lip of the IVth ventricle migrate on the top of developing Purkinje cells, and produce
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basket and stellar neurons and billiards of cerebellar granule cells [37] for the cerebellar cortex.
The third “professional” secondary neurogenic zone of the mammalian brain is the subgra‐
nular zone (SGZ) of the hippocampus [38], which derives from the ventricular (primary
germinative) zone of the most dorsal forebrain structure, the hem [48, 49]. In addition to
astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, SGZ produces a single type of projecting neurons, the
granule cells of the dentate gyrus.
2.3. Neural stem/progenitor cells in the adult mammalian brain
At most sites, the subventricular zones cease producing neurons and reduce their glia-
production after a short postnatal period of normal development, except the external germi‐
native layer (EGL) of the cerebellum, where cerebellar granule cells are generated for at least
10 days after birth in mouse and 1-2 years in human [47], the SVZ of the ventral forebrain [50]
and SGZ of the hippocampus [51], where neuro- and gliogenic capacity is maintained for the
entire life-time. The adult SVZ generates neuronal precursors mainly for regularly remodelling
forebrain circuits, as the higher voice centre of singing birds [52] or the olfactory bulb in rodents
[53]. Incorporation of adult SVZ-derived novel neurons, however, had been reported also in
the neocortex, piriform cortex, olfactory tubercle and amygdala in rodents and in primates, as
well [42, 43,54, 55]. In contrast to the SVZ, available data indicate that SGZ produces precursors
solely to the dentate gyrus. Both, the SVZ [46] and the SGZ [51, 56], however, contain consec‐
utive descendent populations of progenitor cells, which seem to mutually regulate each other’s
generation [57].
The routes of migration and integration of newly generated “adult” neuronal precursors into
olfactory and hippocampal networks have been explored in many details [51, 53, 58, 59, 60],
and the exploration has been highly facilitated by the use of multiple transgenic reporter mouse
straits (reviewed in [35]). Novel neurons are integrated by functioning neuronal networks and
tune the physiological parameters of functional circuits in both, the olfactory bulb [61] and the
hippocampus [59, 60]. As it is widely accepted, continuous neurogenesis in the adult SVZ and
SGZ plays organic roles in the physiological performance of the olfactory bulb and the
hippocampus of mammals. In case of SVZ-derived precursors, however, further studies
should explore the mechanisms behind the detachment of novel progenitors from the common
migratory paths and the acquirement of different mature phenotypes.
Outside of adult neurogenic zones and migratory routes, developing novel neurons have been
described in many regions of the adult brain, both in rodents (for ref. see [62]) and primates
[54]. Local neuron formation was found at the striatum [63], hypothalamus [64], associate
cortex [54, 65], ventral forebrain [43] and the substantia nigra of the midbrain (for review see
[66]. Beside sporadic neuron formation, ongoing astroglia production and low-rate but
permanent oligodendroglia replacement [67] also indicate that differentiation-capable neural
stem/progenitor cells are scattered throughout the adult nervous tissue. Many of these
progenitors might derive from continuously active (“professional”) adult neurogenic zones [1,
45]. Quiescent cells with stem/progenitor capabilities however are present in the wall of brain
ventricles and spinal canal [68] along the entire neuraxis, in large fibre bundles [69, 70] and in
the functioning CNS parenchyma [71], as well. In response to stimuli, many quiescent tissue-
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resident neural cells can re-enter the cell cycle [72], can renew themselves and generate
different – more than one - types of mature neural cells in vivo [69, 71, 73].
While such cells are regarded as neural stem cells according to „neural stemness” criteria, the
time of birth, the route of migration, the conditions for settlement and quiescence are far from
clear. The multiplicity of CNS derived stem/progenitor cells has been indicated also by the
diversity of neural stem/progenitor cells investigated in vitro [74]; the data argue for a massive
presence of tissue-resident neural cells with “stemness” properties throughout the CNS. To
find single scattered quiescent cells in the healthy brain tissue or to determine their lineage
relations are hard tasks, even with the use of transgenic reporter mice [35]. These neural stem /
progenitor cells may have different origin, may represent different stages of neural cell
differentiation and may adopt different cell physiological characteristics depending on the
host environment. As they serve as resident progenitor pools for tissue repair and limited
remodelling, it is of primary importance to explore their physiological characteristics and
environmental requirements in order to understand local neural tissue reactions to physio‐
logical stimuli and various pathophysiological effects.
3. Neural stem cells in vitro: Experimental data on diverse clones
In vivo lineage analyses can hardly determine whether divergent fate decision could be made
by a single cell or diversity was resulted by selective interactions inside a group of mixed cells
[75]. Sophisticated cell isolation/propagation methods helped to prove the existence of
multipotent neural stem cells. In vitro studies can describe neural stem cell features appearing
under artificial conditions and can predict the potential phenotypes which can be acquired by
the investigated cells. The in vivo fate and the phenotype manifested under in vivo conditions,
however, can not be forecasted from in vitro data. For the time being, our knowledge on local
microenvironmental factors governing the fate of differentiating neural cells or our under‐
standing on characteristics and cell physiological requirements of differentiating cells do not
allow extrapolating in vitro data to in vivo cell fates.
Neural stem/progenitor cells had been isolated and investigated in many laboratories using
different methods and divergent source materials including developing or adult brain tissues
and embryonic stem (ES) cells. Excellent recent reviews summarize the collected data includ‐
ing the expression of various gene clusters, the inducibility of different neuronal phenotypes
and the growth factor requirements of various neural stem/progenitor preparations (for a
recent review see [76]). Recent knowledge on differentiation-dependent changes in require‐
ments for O2 and adhesive environment has been also summarized [77]. The diverse experi‐
mental approaches, however, hinder comparative characterization of neural stem/progenitor
populations derived from different CNS regions and developmental ages.
Based on more than 10 different neural stem cell clones isolated and characterized in our
laboratory, this chapter presents a comparative summary on important differences displayed
by one-cell derived neural stem cell populations isolated from different ages and/or from
different regions of the mouse brain.
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3.1. Lessons from primary brain cell cultures
From the middle of the last century, “primary” neural cell cultures gave a statistical insight
into the cellular composition of many studied brain area and gained high importance in
understanding the cellular characteristics of neural tissue constituents. It became clear that
neuron-enriched cultures can be easily initiated from early stages of development (embryonic
brain material), while tissue samples from later stages of brain maturation provide mainly glial
cultures.
As terminally differentiated neurons and oligodendrocytes do not divide and display poor
regeneration potential, primary neural cell cultures gave a hint on the presence and distribu‐
tion of non-differentiated cells in the brain tissue, which served as precursors for the majority
of cultured neurons and oligodendroglia cells. The in vitro preservation of many neuronal
characteristics of the source region including the size, shape, neurotransmitter phenotypes and
specific vulnerability of neurons [78] indicates either a relatively stable fate commitment of in
vitro surviving progenitors/precursors or continued production of factors, which help to
maintain some region-specific features.
In case of astrocytes, usually identified solely by GFAP expression, it was clear that in vitro
propagation results in a “juvenile”, “de-differentiated” phenotype, fairly distinct from in vivo
astroglial cells [79]. In purified (90-95% GFAP-positive) mouse astroglial cultures many cells
express nestin, and a few of them express also SSEA-1 stem cell antigen (Fig.4). After longer
(2 -3 weeks) propagation, “epithel dome”-like structures of rapidly dividing cells and GFAP-
negative process-bearing O2A bipotential glial progenitor cells [69] often appear in purified
astroglial cultures (Fig.4) [80,81].
 
Figure 4. Non-differentiated cells in purified cultures of newborn (P1) mouse forebrain astroglial cells. Left: a SSEA-1
and GFAP double-immureactive cell on the 7th day in vitro. Middle: an “epithel dome”-like cellular expansion on the
21st day in vitro. Right: O2A-type progenitor cells in a 15-day old hypothalamic astrocyte culture.
As long-term propagation selects for rapidly proliferating cells, the size of such populations can
be enlarged and one-cell derived clones may also emerge from such cells. Proliferation-based
cloning from long-term propagated cultures, however, favours the selection for tumorigen,
transformed cells and also, hinders the identification of in vivo origin of selected cells.
If primary neural cultures are prepared form early embryonic (E9-12 mouse) forebrain vesicles,
clusters of rapidly proliferating non-differentiated cells occur with high frequency. From early
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embryonic source tissue, the larger frequency and rapid proliferation of non-differentiated cells
allow isolating “almost primary” neural stem/progenitor cells after short-term in vitro propaga‐
tion. Using the “serial splitting” method [82], we established and cloned various neural stem cell
lines from E9 - E11.5 mouse forebrain vesicles from, both, p53-/- [83] and wild-type embryos.
While non-differentiated cells from the early embryonic (E9-12) brain attach readily to poly-
L-lysine or collagen coated surfaces in the presence of serum, cells isolated from more
developed (E14-15) mouse forebrain form aggregates under such conditions indicating that
the surface of neighbouring cells provide better adherence than the provided artificial surface.
The majority of cells exist inside the aggregates (e.g. in completely unknown microenviron‐
ments), for a 2-3 day period before large-scale migration starts from the aggregates.
Rapid attachment of freshly seeded cells from “older” forebrain suspensions was achieved, if
pre-patterned integrin-ligands were provided as adherent surfaces. Brush-like peptide-
conjugates built on a poly-L-lysine backbone and carrying rigid integrin-ligands (cyclic RGDfC
pentapeptides) at the N-termini of regularly spaced poly-D/L lanine “spacer” side-chains (AK-
c[RGDfC]) [84] proved to support the attachment and serum-free propagation of a number of
non-differentiated cells including mouse and human ES cells (manuscript in preparation). As
neurons do not attach to the peptide-coated surface and differentiated glial cells do not
proliferate in serum–free conditions, non-differentiated cells of brain cell suspensions could
be selectively propagated under serum-free conditions on the peptide-coated surface (Fig.5).
From forebrain suspension of transgenic mouse embryos (E14.5) carrying the human GFAP-
promoter-driven GFP construct [85], GFP-labelled but GFAP-negative cells grew rapidly on
AK-c(RGDfC)-coated surfaces indicating that the surface-attached populations comprised
neural progenitor-type cells (Fig.5) [74].
Figure 5. Embryonic (E 14.5) mousehGFAP-GFP forebrain cells on the 3rd day on poly-L-lysine coated surface with serum (A)
and on AK-c(RGDfC) coated surface without serum (B). After two passages on AK-c(RGDfC) sureum and in serum-free
conditions, the cultures were composed by GFP-expressing morphologically homogeneous, surface-attached cells (C).
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The “selective adhesion and serum free propagation” method allowed isolating and cloning cell
lines from various parts of the embryonic (E 14-15) and adult (P50-75) mouse brains (Table 2).
3.2. Comparative characterization of neural stem/progenitor clones
Our first neural stem cell clones (NE-4C [ATTC CRL 2925] and NE-7C2) were established 15
years ago, from early embryonic (E9) anterior brain vesicles of p53-deficient mouse embryos
[82,86]. The lack of p53 tumour suppressor protein did not prevent the in vitro formation of
postmitotic neuronal precursors and later neurons [82], as did not hinder normal neural
development of transgenic animals despite of increased tumour frequency in aging animals
[83]. For control, however, similar cell lines had been established from wild-type mouse
embryos (WNE cell lines) and were proved to display similar characteristics including
morphology, chromosome-stability, cell cycle-time, regional gene expression and the schedule
of in vitro neuron and glia formation. NE-4C, NE-7C2 and WNE cells showed similarities to
P19 EC and embryoid body-derived ES cells in many aspects [33,87], and showed marked
differences if compared to AK-c(RGDfC) adherent stem/progenitor cells isolated either from
late embryonic or adult brain regions (Table 2). All clones shown on Table 2 can be propagated
in vitro without differentiation or changing phenotype, and can generate neurons, astrocytes
and oligodendrocytes in response to appropriate inducing stimuli.
Cell clone tissue origin age of source tissue method of isolation
NE-4C
(ATTC;CRL-2925) anterior brain vesicles;
p53-/- mouse embryo E 9
Serial splitting;
serum-supported growth on
poly-L-lysineNE-7C2
WNE forebrain E 11.5
RGl-1 whole forebrain
E 14.5
AK-c(RGDfC) adherence;
serum-free growth on AK-
c(RGDfC) coated surfaces in the
presence of EGF
A2 ventral forebrain
C4 dorsal forebrain
HC_A hippocampus
P 50-75
SVZ_I
ventral forebrain SVZ
SVZ_K
SVZ_T
SVZ_M
CTX_H parietal cortex
MES_D dorsal mesencephalon (colliculussuperior)
Table 2. Neural stem/progenitor clones investigated in the presented studies
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Multiple differences were found among the characterized cell  lines indicating important
diversity of neural cells, those fulfilling the criteria of “stemness”.
3.2.1. Morphological and cell biological characteristics of cloned stem/progenitor cell populations
Early embryonic neuroectoderm-derived (NE-4C, NE-7C2 and WNE) cells display epithel
morphology (Fig.6), and produce uniform monolayers. These cells divide continuously (16-
hour cycle-time in average) on poly-L-lysine in 10% FCS containing medium, but can not be
propagated in serum-free conditions on AK-c(RGDfC) coated surfaces. NE cells express nestin
intermedier filamentum protein [82,86] and two-third of the cells carries the mouse stem cell
antigen, SSEA-1 [88]. In non-induced stage, the cells express Oct4, carry blbp and glast mRNAs
(proteins could not be demonstrated), but do not express pax6, mash1 or neurogenins and do
not produce GFAP and RC2 proteins [87].
In contrast to NE cells, embryo-derived AK-c(RGDfC)-adherent cells (RGl-1, A2, C4) prolifer‐
ate on AK-c(RGDfC)-coated surfaces in serum-free, EGF (20 ng/ml) containing medium (cycle-
time: 18-20 hrs) (Fig.6). The cells show elongated morphology, display nestin, RC2 and Sox2
immunreactivity, but are immune-negative for GFAP. They transcribe large amount of blbp,
glast, pax6, olig2 and also gfap mRNAs [74]. All clones express mash1, while neurogenin (ngn2)
is not transcribed in the ventral forebrain-derived A2 clone. Oct4 or nanog expression was never
detected. According to the above characteristics, these cells were identified as embryonic radial
glia-like (eRGl) cells.
Adult-derived AK-c(RGDfC) adherent cells were prepared from the ventral forebrain SVZ
(clones: SVZ_I,  SVZ_K, SVZ_M, SVZ_T) from the hippocampus (HC_A), from the parie‐
tal cortex far from corpus callosum (CTX_H) and also from the dorsal midbrain parenchy‐
ma (colliculus superior), far from the wall of the ventricle (MES_D). As it was expected,
AK-c(RGDfC)  adherent  cells  were  much  less  frequent  in  the  adult  brain-derived  cell
suspensions,  than  in  the  embryonic  preparations.  The  selective  adhesivity  and  EGF-
supported proliferation, however, resulted in several clones from the adult mouse brain.
Isolation of CTX_H and MES_D clones indicates that cells with stem/progenitor features
are present in the non-neurogenic adult brain parenchyma at a frequency high enough to
sort them out easily.
Regardless of origin, adult-derived clones display GFAP-, nestin- and RC2 immunpositivity,
and carry immunocytochemically detectable Sox2 and Pax6 proteins [74]. None of the cloned
cells express Oct4 or nanog pluripotency genes. According to these features, the cells are
regarded as adult-derived RGl cells (aRGl). Adult RGl cells grow in two dimensional clusters,
where elongated cells line up along each other (Fig.6 right panel) and divide with a cycle-time
of 20-22 hours in average. By today, eRGl and aRGl clones are over 50-80 passages without
pheno- or genotypic changes; they preserved 2n (40 chromosome) euploidity, morphological
features and neural inducibility.
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Figure 6. Phase-contrast view of NE-4C early embryonic neuroectodermal stem cells, the embryo-derived radial glia
like RGl-1 cells and the adult cortex-derived CTX_H cells.
NE-4C RGl-1; A2 HC_A; SVZ_M
Cytochemical markers
nestin + + +
RC2 - + +
GFAP - - +
βIII-tub - - -
Gene expression
Oct 4 + - -
Nanog + - -
Sox2 + + +
Pax6 - + +
Blbp + + +
GLAST + + +
Ngn2 - + +
Mash1 - + +
Math2 - - -
Induction of neural differentiation retinoic acid
EGF withdrawal (neurons);
serum (astrocytes);
PDGF+FGF+forskolin/T3+AA (oligodendrocytes)
Table 3. Similarities and differences between NE and RGl cells
Beside marked differences in shape, proliferation activity, pluripotency gene expression and
GFAP and RC2 immunreactivity, RGl cells display different electrophysiological properties in
comparison to early embryonic neuroectodermal (NE) cells. While both NE and RGl cells exist
in multiple gap junction coupling, and consequently, display symmetric passive conductance
in response to current injections [88], voltage-dependent K-currents (KDR) can be registered in
RGl cells [74], but not in NE cells.
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3.2.2. Generation of neural tissue-type cells by NE and RGl type neural stem/progenitor cells
Studies on neuron and glia formation revealed further important differences between early
embryonic neuroectoderm (NE) derived and embryonic or adult radial glia like stem/progen‐
itor cells (Table 3).
Neural differentiation of NE cells is induced by retinoic acid (all-trans retinoic acid; RA;
10-8-10-6 M) [82, 86, 89]. A short (6-hour) RA treatment initiate aggregation of cells and the rate
of aggregation increases at higher RA-concentrations and/or longer treatment. Forced aggre‐
gation of cells without RA, however, does not induce neural development, and, if initial
aggregation is prevented, RA-treatment alone results in severe cell decay without differentia‐
tion [89]. It seems, that RA primes the cells for intercellular inductive signalling, what takes
places inside RA-primed aggregates. After RA-priming, neural differentiation proceeds along
an apparently stable program (Fig.7), in the absence of RA, in both serum-containing and
serum-free culture conditions. RA-priming is required also for the formation of astrocytes from
NE cells, even if glia genesis starts only 7-10 days after RA-priming [87].
Figure 7. The scheme of RA-primed neural differentiation of NE cells.
20 hours after RA-priming, RC2 radial glia marker protein appears in the aggregated NE cells,
and the first IIIβ-tubulin- and MAP2-positive neuronal precursors appear on the 3rd– 4rd day
of induction, inside the aggregates. Expression of the proneural bHLH transcription factor
ngn2 is detected soon after induction (24-48 hours), increases during the first 5 days and
decreases thereafter, when the “neuron-specific” math2 transcription starts and increases
gradually. The proportion of neurons reaches 50-55% of total cells during the second week of
induction, and the first GFAP-positive cells appear around the 9th day of induction. Non-
differentiated stem/progenitor cells persist during the entire period of neural differentiation
as groups of SSEA-1 immunreactive epithelioid cells (Fig.8.) [33, 82, 87].
In contrast to NE cells, tissue-type differentiation of RGl cells is not induced by RA-treatment,
regardless of the age and region of the source tissue [74, 90]. In RGl cells, neuronal differen‐
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tiation is induced by withdrawal of EGF from the medium of dense cultures. Large-scale
astroglia formation is initiated by adding serum (10% FCS), and oligodendroglia production
is achieved by treating the cells with FGF, PDGF and forskolin followed by treatment with
thyroid hormone (T3) and ascorbic acid, according to the protocol of Glaser [91] (Fig.9.).
Figure 9. The scheme of in vitro neural tissue-type differentiation of RGl cells.
Figure 8. Immunocytochemical characterization of differentiating NE cells cells and the expression of some develop‐
mental neuronal “master” genes in the course of in vitro induced neural development. Developmental stages are indi‐
cated by days after RA-priming.
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Regardless of origin, RGl cells give rise to neurons in a 5-day period after withdrawal of EGF,
to astrocytes in 3 days after treatment with serum, and to oligodendrocytes 8 days after the
onset of oligodendroglia induction (Fig.9 and 10).
Figure 10. Neurons and oligodendrocytes generated by adult hippocampus- and mesencaphalon-derived (HC_A and
MES_D) RGl cells are hown after neuron-specific IIIβ-tubulin and oligodendroglia-indicating O4 immunostaining, re‐
spectively.
RGl cells generate neurons in smaller proportion than NE cells; the ratio of neurons among
total cells does not exceed 20-30%, and the yield varies among the different clones. Significant
differences among the RGl clones were found also in the rate of oligodenroglia production [74].
The time-course of formation of “mature” phenotypes, however, is shorter in RGl cells than
in NE cells.
3.2.3. RA-production and RA-responsiveness of NE and RGl cells
The retinoid-dependent and independent neuron formation is a striking difference between
NE and RGl clones, respectively [90]. During development, RA regulates the formation of the
neural tube and interferes with the patterning of the future hindbrain and spinal cord [92].
Important morphogenic roles of retinoids were demonstrated also in the developing forebrain
[93], and the presence and production of RA were described in the developing lateral gan‐
glionic eminence (LGE) [94,95]. RA-responsive cells persist in the main neural stem cell niches
of the postnatal rodent brain including the SVZ and the dentate gyrus [96]. Depletion of RA
in adult mice results in impaired neuronal differentiation in the dentate gyrus [97,98] and RA
synthesis seems to regulate proliferation and gene transcription of at least a subset of neural
stem cells in the SVZ [99,100]. As retinoid signalling seems to influence the fate of neural stem
cells throughout life, the fundamental differences in RA-responsiveness between NE and RGl
type neural stem/progenitor cells have been investigated in details.
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Non-differentiated NE cells do not produce detectable retinoids [101], but differentiating
daughter cells produce considerable amounts of RA [87, 90]. In contrast, RGl cells produce
well-detectable amount of RA and retinoid production increases further with the advancement
of neuronal differentiation. Endogenous RA production, on the other hand, does not influence
the neuron formation by RGl cells: treatment with retinoic acid receptor (RAR) antagonist
(AGN193109) does not result in significant changes in the number or morphology of RGl-
derived neurons [90]. Expression of genes coding components of the retinoid metabolism and
signalling revealed significant differences between NE and RGl cells. NE and RGl cells express
non-identical sets of retinaldehyde-dehydrogenases (RALDHs) and nuclear retinoid receptor
subunits. Moreover, some defined retinoid transporters (as STRA6), and catabolising enzymes
(as CYP26s) are not expressed by RGl cells [90]. In accordance with Haskell and LaMantia [99],
we concluded that retinoid metabolism and responsiveness are distinctive characteristics of
defined subtypes of neural stem/progenitor populations.
3.2.4. “Regional memory”
NE-4C cells, in non-induced „stem cell stage”, express only otx2 and en from the investigated
“region-specific”, positional genes. In differentiated NE-4C cultures, however, many positional
genes including hoxb2 are actively transcribed (Table 4) [33] indicating that these early embryon‐
ic stem cells are “open” for a variety of “position-determined” development. Accordingly,
glutamatergic, GABAergic and also serotonin producing neurons develop from NE-4C cells.
Non-induced RGl cells, on the other hand, express gbx2, dlx2, emx2, but not hoxb2 or nkx2.1 (Table
4), regardless of origin. The pattern of investigated genes indicates an “anterior to hindbrain”
(lack of active hoxb2), and a “not caudo-ventral” (lack of nkx2.1 expression) origin, but does not
distinguish between forebrain regions and between forebrain and mesencephalon derivatives.
Clone
gene
NE RGl
NE-4C Embryonic (E14.5) Adult (P 50-75)A2 C4 RGl-1 HC_A CTX_H MES_D SVZ_I SVZ_K SVZ_T SVZ_M
Gene expression
Emx2 - + + + + + + + + + +
Nkx2.1 - - - - - - - - - - -
Gbx2 - ni ni + + + + + + + +
Dlx2 - + + + + + + + + ni ni
Hoxb2 - ni ni - - - - - - ni ni
Ngn2 - - + + + + + + - + +
Mash1 - + + + + + + + + + +
(ni: non investigated)
Table 4. Positional gene expression by non-induced stem/progenitor cells.
The neurotransmitter phenotype of neuronal progenies, on the other hand, still indicates
preservation of some fine region-restricted commitment. All RGl cells give rise to GABA-
producing, VGAT-positive neurons. In adult-derived clones, vesicular glutamate transporter
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(vglut) expression and VGLUT-immunpositivity [102] however was found only in the hippo‐
campus-derived HC_A clone. As HC_A neurons express only vglut1 [74], it seems that these
cells preserve some regional, neurotransmitter-related identity, even after long-term in vitro
propagation. Similarly, all adult SVZ-derived clones give rise to tyrosin-hydroxylase(TH)-
expressing neurons [74]. This observation might be in accord with the known production of
TH-positive olfactory neuron-precursors [103] in the adult SVZ.
The embryo-derived RGl-1 cells, on the other hand, express both, vglut1, vglut2 and also TH.
The finding may indicate a less advanced stage of commitment of these cells, but needs further
studies.
Available sporadic results do not allow deciding on the preservation or loss of regional identity
of in vitro propagated stem/progenitor cells. As clones comprise progenies of single cells, for
far-range conclusions we need further studies on statistically sufficient number of clones from
each brain region.
4. Distinct neural stem/progenitor stages require distinct environmental
conditions
One cell derived, cloned populations are useful subjects to show the types of cells which can
or can not derive from a given stem cell population, but neither of such studies can predict
what sort of phenotypes can be manifested in vivo. In the course of in vivo tissue genesis,
differentiating cells and their environment change in an orchestrated way: the conditions either
help tissue integration or kill the differentiating cells assuring the survival of the right types
and number of cells at the right places.
In our experience, NE-4C cells give rise to neurons with large frequency if implanted into early
embryonic brain vesicles, but produce non-differentiating, tumour-like expansions in the
subcortical regions of newborn mice. Moreover, the same cells diminish from the adult mouse
forebrain, except the forebrain SVZ, where some cells reside for longer than 3 weeks [104]. The
data demonstrate that the fate of NE stem/progenitor cells is strictly governed by environ‐
mental factors provided by the host tissue, and which are far from being explored.
In addition to initial requirements for stem/progenitor survival, the successive progenies need
different environment and change basic physiological demands including O2 -supply [105; 77].
Under hypoxic conditions, NE-4C stem cells survive and proliferate, but do not generate
neurons. Soon after the onset of in vitro neuronal differentiation (48 hrs after RA-priming),
however, hypoxia severely impairs cell survival [105] indicating that the basic metabolic
characteristics of cells change soon after neural fate decision. The in vitro results were
supported by data obtained on the sporadic neuron formation by NE-4C cells implanted into
the adult mouse forebrain in response to hyperbaric oxygenation [105].
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5. Conclusions
The presented results on some selected NS populations demonstrate that neural stem/
progenitor cells derived from different brain regions and different ages may display significant
diversity in many aspects including cell physiological and developmental features. The
selected clones represent derivatives of a single stem cell and had been propagated under fairly
artificial in vitro conditions; accordingly, none of them can represent “the” stem cells in
general of the region of origin. From the data obtained on 3 different NE and 10 RGl cell clones,
however, we could conclude that early embryonic neuroectoderm-derived stem cells display
distinct in vitro features from those isolated by selective adhesion from later CNS tissues. In
case of RGl cells, the adhesive preference-based selection and EGF-supported growth, imply
a strong selection. Cells corresponding to such selection could be isolated from fairly distinct
brain regions including areas not listed among “professional” neurogenic zones. Correspond‐
ingly, RGl cells may not represent a defined lineage of stem/progenitor population, rather a common
stage of neural progenitor-succession, which may appear in many lineages. The integrin-based
adhesion, EGF-supported proliferation, voltage-dependent K+-flux, RA-production and RA-
insensitivity may be characteristics of stem/progenitor cells in a defined stage of tissue
integration.
While many NS populations have been characterized in vitro [76], were implanted into
different brain regions of healthy and disease-model animals and have been considered also
as potential tools for clinical cell therapy (for critical review: [106, 107]), the basic physiology
of such cells, their needs for survival in successive developmental stages as well as the
harmonization of such needs with conditions provided by the host tissue are rarely taken into
account. As a further task, physiological demands of various NS populations and descending
progenies should be explored and the roles of basic physiological factors in tuning differen‐
tiation should be understood.
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